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COMBINATION
SET / RESET

Combi-CamTM Combination  
Cam Lock

®7850

Change/Reset Instructions 
1. Set the combination to the number that opens the cabinet lock (factory default 

setting is 0-0-0). The combination must be on the opening number prior to 
resetting.

2. If lock is installed, set/reset combination with the door/drawer in the open 
position.

3. On the underside outer edge of the lock there is a hole for the code reset button. 
Rotate the face of the cam until the code reset button comes into view. Push this 
pin in with a paper clip and keep it pushed in until you are done setting the 
new combination.

4. Set your personal combination by turning the dials to the desired combination.
5. Release the code reset button and your combination is now set. Change your 

combination any time and as often as you want.
6. To lock, rotate to “locked” position. Rotate one or more dials after lock is closed. 

To open lock, turn dials to your personal combination.

NOTES: 
If your Combi-Cam does not open on the default code it has been changed and you do 
not know the current code, you are locked out. There is no way to retrieve your code.

You can set a new combination for your Combi-Cam any time by following the below directions:
7850 Combi-CamTM 3-Dial Combination Lock

Follow the directions below to install the  
Combi-Cam such that the combination will be  
non-resettable by the end-user:
1. Take off the screw to the cam and remove the cam 

and the “stop cam.”
2. Rotate the cylinder 180 degrees and then put  the 

“stop cam” and the cam back on.

Precautions to not get locked out during combination reset:
• Confirm all three dials are at code you intended prior to releasing change button. As 

you set later dials, you can accidentally shift prior dials so make sure you confirm the 
code prior to releasing the change button.

• While setting the lock, do not release the change pin. If you release pin and start turn-
ing a dial, combination would be that code at moment you briefly let go.  
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